EVANGELICAL CHRISTIAN LEADER
SPEAKS OUT AGAINST ANTI-SEMITISM
LAURIE CARDOZA-MOORE: “ROGER WATERS IS AN ANTI-SEMITE,…HE SHOULD NOT
BE ALLOWED TO PEDDLE HATRED IN OUR BACKYARD WITHOUT PROTEST”
(MIAMI, FLORIDA) 7-12-17 Laurie Cardoza-Moore, president of Proclaiming Justice to the
Nations, has called upon Floridian Christians,. Jews and people of conscience to protest Roger
Waters’ concert at the American Airlines Arena in Miami tomorrow night. Waters, the former Pink
Floyd musician, has become the poster boy for the anti-Semitic Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions
Movement (BDS) targeting Israel. He has also routinely exhibited outright anti-Semitism in his
concerts by dressing in pseudo-Nazi uniforms and hoisting large inflatable pigs adorned with Stars of
David. Cardoza-Moore who grew-up in south Florida, is insulted that Waters should be financially
benefiting from a region that not only boasts a large Jewish population but is also home to a major
Christian pro-Israel support base.
Cardoza-Moore stated: “Roger Waters is a flagrant anti-Semite. All Christians, Jews and people of
conscience should publicly condemn him… Everybody should do what they can to voice their
concern that this anti-Semite is spewing his despicable brand of hatred in the Sunshine State. Contact
your local lawmakers, picket the concert, speak-out on social media, but whatever you do, do not
remain silent.”
Proclaiming Justice to the Nations is a Christian based organization dedicated to educating Christians
about their Biblical responsibility to defend Israel and the Jewish people. PJTN has been successful
in getting Florida legislation passed with overwhelming bi-partisan support condemning the antiSemitic BDS Movement within the State. The organization recently produced an award winning
documentary exposing the truth behind the BDS movement entitled: Boycott This!
ABOUT PJTN:
Proclaiming Justice to the Nations (PJTN), a 501c3 non-profit organization, was established to
educate Christians about their Biblical responsibility to stand with their Jewish brethren and Israel,
utilizing powerful film and video presentations, a variety of grassroots rallies, events and speaking
engagements to facilitate dialogue between the Christian and Jewish communities in support of the
State of Israel and against global genocidal anti-Semitism. In recent months the organization has led
the struggle against BDS in America with a wave of state resolutions and the upcoming 2017 release
of a new documentary film “BOYCOTT THIS!” that will expose the truth behind the BDS
movement.
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